
Business Associations

Partnerships

Generally

Formation

Agreement

writing generally not required

unless falls w/in purview of Statute of Frauds

intent to form partnership sufficient

parties' intent may be implied from conduct

Capacity
would be partner who lacks capacity only liable to extent of contribution

Anyone capable of entering binding contract

Legal Purpose
Illegal Purpose are Void

Void partnership's affairs Courts not Compel accounting or settlement 

Consent No w/out express/implied consent all partners

Proof of Partnership existence

Sharing of Profits- presumption of partnership

unless share received as payment of debt

for services rendered

as rent payment

as an annuity or other retirement benefit

interest on a loan

goodwill of a business

CAn be rebutted

Evidence indicative of partnership

Title property = joint tenancy/ten. in common

Parties designate relationship as Partnership

Extensive Activity

Sharing of Gross Returns

Purported Partners

Liability of Person held Out as Partner

by word or conduct as partners or consents

will be liable to 3rd parties who

extend credit to actual/apparent partnership

in reliance on representation

Person held out as partner, but is not
has no duty to deny it

will not be held liable as partner

of Person who holds out another as Partner
makes person his agent bound to 3rd parties

if Partnership, only partners w/ knowledge

Partnership Property

Titled Property

titled to partnership name

titled in name of 1 or more partners

instrument transferring title notes:
titleholder's capacity as partner

or existence of partnership

Partnership or Separate?

Presumed Separate Property

held in name of one or more partners

instrument transferring title
doesn't indicate person's capacity

or mention existence of partnership

partnership funds ≠ used to acquire property rebuttable presumption = separate property

Presumed Partnership Property
purchased w/ partnership funds presumed

regardless of name title is held

Approach

Titled in Partnership name?

Titled in partner's name & listed as partner?

Purchased w/ partnership funds

Untitled Property

source of funds

use of property by partnership

entry into partnership books as asset

relationship b/w property & business

maintenance or improvement of property

Rights of Partners

Not a co-owner

No transferable interest

Only use property only for partnership 

Partner's Interest

Generally

Treated as personal property

assignable w/out dissolving partnership

Attachable

Assignment

Absent agreement - share = in losses & profits

No 3rd party operational rights wrt partnership

Only right to receive profits

Partner may not sell partnership interest without consent of all partners

Partner's Rights

Management
all partners equal right to participate

unless partnership agreement says otherwise

Distributions
Whatever rights granted in agreement

If agreement silent - partners equally share

Remuneration
no right to remuneration for services

except for winding up partnership business

Indemnification
Right to be indemnified by fellow partners

Expenses incurred on behalf of partnership

Contribution
right to contribution from fellow partners

where partner paid more than his share

Inspection right to inspect/copy books

Lawsuits

Generally, partner may sue partnership

Partnership can sue partner

Action at law or in equity

Relationship to 3rd Parties

Apparent Authority
Contract w/in scope

the act of any partner

carrying on ordinary course of business

binds the partnership unless

Partner had no Authority to act for partnership

3rd party knew or notice lacked authority

Outside scope of business parternship generally not bound

Actual Authority

Will be bound if partner has actual authority

Authority of partner who reasonably believes

based- communications partner & partnership

Liability of Partners

Civil

Partners are Liable for Contracts & Torts

Joint and several liability

for all obligations

partner entitled to Indemnification

Contributions when paid more than fair share

Incoming Partner
not liable for obligations incurred

by partnership before person became partner

Outgoing Partner
remains liable for obligations while partner

unless payment, release, or novation

Criminal

≠ criminally liable for crimes of other partners

within scope of business

unless participated in commission of crime

Dissociation and Dissolution of a Partnership

Dissociation

Defined
change in the relationship of partners caused 
by any partner ceasing to be associated in the 
carrying on of the business

events of Dissociation

Notice of partner's Express will to withdraw

Happening of an agreed event

Expulsion by agreement, vote, judicial decree

partner's bankruptcy

Death/Incapacity

Appointment of Receiver

Termination of business entity

Dissociated P's power to bind partnership

if within 2 years

ex-partner performs act

that would have bound partnership

& other party reasonably believes still partner

& did not have notice of dissociation

Dissociated Partner's Liability

Ex-partner liable for former partner's acts

if other party reasonably believed still partner

& no notice of partner's dissociation

& did not have notice of dissociation

Liability lasts for 2 years
can be cut short by filing

with Secretary of State

Dissolution

Generally
requires partnership business to be wound up

Unlike dissociation

Events causing Dissolution

Notification of Intent to Withdraw

Expiration of Term

Consent of all partners to dissolve

or following death

bankruptcy

wrongful dissociation

half partners want to dissolve w/in 90 days

Judicial decree

following partner application

that economic purpose is frustrated
not practicable

cannot be performed pursuant to agreement

Happening of an Event
Agreed to

or that would make continuation unlawful

P's power Bind Partnership after Dissolution

can be bound by any act of any partner

Also for other act w/party dealt with

that had no knowledge of dissolution

Liability can be limited
by filing notice w/ state

All deemed to have knowledge after 90 days

Partnership continues after Dissolution
until business is wound up

can be waived/reinstated by unanimous vote

Distribution of Assets

Partnership assets reduced to cash

Partner liabilities paid first to creditors

then to partners

partner who contributed more = Contribution

Limited Liability Partnerships

Generally Partners of an LLP are not individually liable 
for an LLP's obligations

Formation

Voting

terms & conditions on which partnership 
becomes LLP

must be approved by whatever vote is 
necessary to amend partnership agreement.

If agreement silent, must approve

Filing

Must file statement of qualification w/ 
Secretary of State

Must be executed by at least 2 partners & 
contain such information as:

name and address of partnership

statement that the partnership elects to 
become an LLP

deferred effective date

Name must end with the words Registered Limited 
Liability Partnership, or LLP

Liability

partner in LLP not personally liable for 
obligations of partnership

in contract

in tort

Partner remains personally liable for her own 
wrongful acts (torts)

Limited Partnerships

Generally

limited partnership composed of general 
partners and limited partners

Liability for limited partner = limited to capital 
she contributed to parternship

Formation

Certificate of Limited Partnership signed by all partners setting forth

name of partnership

names and addresses of agent of service of 
process and of each general partner

latest date upon which the partnership is to 
dissolve

Records Office must maintain in state of organization an 
office

with records of the certificate

any partnership agreements

tax returns for last 3 years

amount of each partner's contribution and 
special rights

Agent for service of process

Exam Tip

limited partnership is statutory creation

therefore if one partner tells another she can 
have limited liability

not valid unless paperwork filed with Sec,y. of 
State

Until that time, full liabiity attaches

Name of Partnership

may contain name of limited partner

unless also name of a general partner

must contain words Limited Partnership

cannot be deceptive or similar to another 
limited partnership

Addition of a Partner
governed by partnership agreement

If silent, written consent of all partners 
required

Nature of Contribution

can be cash, property, or services rendered

Limited partners promise to pay not 
enforceable unless in writing

If partner gets contribution back, for 1 year 
can be used to satisfy partnership debts

If it is wrongful return, entire amount liable for 
6 years

Liability of Partners

General Partner

subject to all liabilities of a partner in regular 
partnership

including personal liability for partnership 
obligations

Limited Partner

not liable for partnership obligations beyond 
contributions

Exceptions: where limited partner

is also a general partner

participates in control of business
and person dealing with partnership 
reasonably believes

limited partner is general partner

knowingly permits her name to be used 
improperly

Rights of Partners

General& Limited

the right to share in profits and losses 
pursuant to partnership agreement

or in proportion to contribution

to assign their interest

but assignee not entitled to exercise rights of 
partner

to transact business with the partnership (lend 
it money)

to withdraw

to apply for dissolution

Specific Rights of General Partners
have all the rights that partner in regular 
partnership would have in regard to 
management

Specific Rights of Limited Partners

to vote on specific matters, but not to 
participate in control of the business

to obtain partnership information (inspect the 
books)

to bring a derivative action if general partners 
refuse to do so or attempt would be futile

One Who Believes She is a Limited Partner

but is a general partner - can avoid general 
partner liability if

upon discovering the mistake

she files with secretary of state certificate of 
amendment

or withdraws from participation by filing 
certificate of withdrawal

However, will be liable as general partner to 
any 3rd party

who actually and in good faith believed she 
was general partner

and transaction occured before the correction 
or withdrawal

Dissolution and Distribution

Dissolution by

occurrence of time stated in certificate of 
limited partnership

occurrence of event/time provided in 
partnership agreement

written consent of all parties

withdrawal of a general partner unless 
otherwise provided for in the agreement or by 
consent of all partners

judicial dissolution

Distribution

First - Creditors, including partners who are 
ordinary creditors of partnership

Second - general, limited, and former partners 
in satisfaction of liabilities

Third - to general and limited partners
first for return of their contributions

and then for partnership profits and property in proportion in which partners share in 
distributions

Limited Liability Companies

Generally

hybrid organizations taxed like partnerships

offers its owners the limited liability of 
shareholders of corporation

can be run like a corporation or partnership

Formation

LLC is formed by filing articles of organization 
w/ Secretary of State

Contents

statement that entity is an LLC

Name of LLC

address of registered office

name of registered agent

names of all members

Management

presumed to be by all members, but articles 
may provide otherwise

If by a member
majority vote required to approve most 
decisions

each member is an agent of LLC

Liability members not personally liable for LLC's 
obligations

Share of Profit/Losses equal unless provided otherwise

Transfer of Interest
can assign rights to receive profits/losses

management rights are not assignable

Dissolution Dissociation (death/incompetency, etc.) of an 
LLC member causes dissolution

Professional Corporations

are like a corporation

but are limited to certain professions

Each individual still liable for her own 
malpractice

Foreign Corporations

May not do business within a state
unless obtained certificate of authority

from secretary of state

Can bring suit in a state without a certificate

Absence of certificate

does not impair right

or ability to contract

or perform corporate activities

Agency

Creation of Agency relationship

Generally

refers to legal relationship

an agent is authorized to represent a principal 

in business dealings with 3rd parties.

Creation

Consensual

Not all contractual formalities necessary

Capacity

Principal must have contractual capacity

Agent must have mental capacity but not contract capacity

Disqualification
for representing both parties

or failing to have required license

Formalities

Consent

Consideration Not Required

Writing
generally no writing required

some states - when contract w/ 3rd parties

Modes of Creation

Act of Parties

Operation of Law
Estoppel

Statute

Rights & Duties b/w Principal & Agent

Agent's Duties

express contract duties

fiduciary duties of loyalty

obedience to reasonable directions

reasonable care under circumstances

duty to disclose

Principal's Remedies

Tort Action

Contract Action

Actions for Secret Profits

Equitable Actions for an Accounting

withhold compensation for torts

intentional breach of fiduciary duty

Subagents

Liabilities
absolute liability to principal

for breaches by a subagent

Duties

if appointed with proper authority same duties as Agent

if unauthorized
owes no duties to principal

Does owe duty to Agent

Principal's Duties

all duties owed by contract

reasonable compensation

reimbursement for expenses

cooperation

noninterference

Agent's Remedies
Contractual remedies

Liens

Real Estate Broker Contracts
nonexclusive contracts

exclusive contracts

Contract Liability - Agency

Will Agent's acts bind the principal?

Authority

Actual Authority

agent reasonably believes (s)he possesses based on principal's dealing w/ her

may be express or implied

Express Authority
contained w/in 4 corners of agreement

effective even if granted mistakenly

Implied Authority

Agent reasonably believes she has

Incidental to express authority

Arising out of custom to the known agent

Resulting from prior agreement by principal

To take emergency measures

Delegate Authority

in cases of ministerial acts

where required for performance

delegation is customary

Pay for & Accept delivery of Goods with authority to purchase

Give General Warranties

fitness and quality

covenants regarding land sales

to collect payment

deliver where there is authority to sell

Manage Investments in accordance w/ prudent investor standard

Termination of Actual Authority

Lapse of specified or reasonable time

happening of a specific event

Change in circumstances

destruction of subject matter

insolvency

change in law/business

Operation of Law
death of the principal unless authority is irrevocable

Loss of Capacity

Agent's breach of fiduciary duty

either party's unilateral termination although action could be breach

Irrevocable Agencies

neither agency coupled w/ an interest

nor power given as security

may be unilaterally terminated by principal

if agency given to protect agent's rights

and is supported by consideration

cannot be terminated by operation of law

Apparent Authority

General
reasonable beliefs of 3rd parties

reasonable reliance by others on that authority

Types of Apparent Authority

Imposters
Principal negligently permits Imposter to appear to have agency authority

Principal Held Liable for actions

Lingering Apparent Authority

Notice

when agent's actual authority terminated

Apparent Authority w/ 3rd parties

unless receive actual or constructive notice

Writing

actual authority has been terminated

3rd parties rely on written authority

apparent authority not considered terminated

Death or incompetency
of Principal terminates all Authority

Limited exception Bank honoring transactions

Exceeding Actual Authority

Prior Act

previously permitted to exceed authority 

knows that 3rd party is aware

Principal bound by Agent's unauthorized act

Position
customarily carries certain responsibilities

principal liable for acts w/in circumstances

Inherent Authority

Inherent Agency power
results in principal being bound

even though agent had no actual authority

Respondeat Superior
held liable for torts of employees

within scope of employment

Conduct similar to that Authorized

exceeds authority

but conduct similar to authorized acts

Principal will be held liable

Ratification

Prerequisites

Principal must know all material facts

accept the entire transaction

Have capacity judgment

No consideration required

Methods

Express/Implied conduct of principal

Acceptance of benefits

Silence where duty to disaffirm

suing on transaction

Effective

where performance not illegal

3rd party has not withdrawn

no material change in situation

Liabilities of the Parties

Third Party v. Principal Plaintiff liable to contract w/ authority 

Third Party v. Agent
Disclosed Principal

always liable; Agent not liable

Exception: Parties intended agent as liable

misrepresents P's capacity or authority

Partially Disclosed/Undisclosed Principal & Agent liable

3rd Party Liability to Principal & Agent

Principal Disclosed only principal; not agent may enforce contract

Partially or Undisclosed either principal or Agent may enforce contract

Not enforceable where there has been fraud

Tort Liability - Respondeat Superior

Generally

Joint & several liability to employer-principal

for torts committed by employee agent

within scope of employee's employment.

Employer-Employee Relationship

Independent contractor or Employee

Not Liable Generally; Must consider:

Right to Control
principal has no right to control

manner & method in which job is performed

Factors to Consider

Characterization of the Parties

Whether business is distinct

customs of locality regarding supervision

degree of skill required for job

whose tools or facilities are used

period of employment; shorter = contractor

Basis for compensation

Estoppel

appearance employer-employee relationship

3rd party relies

Principal estopped from denying relationship

Borrowed Employee based on primary right to control actions

Liability for Acts of Independent Contractors

inherently dangerous activities

non-delegable duties were delegated

knowingly selected incompetent contractor

negligently selected contractor

Scope of Employment

Same General Nature of Job

Activity need not be actually authorized

prohibition ≠ remove activity from scope

Similar or incidental to authorized acts

Criminal acts ≠ within scope

Frolic and Detour

w/in time & place of authorized employment?

detour or small deviation = within scope

major detour - need proof of return for liability

Intentional Torts

not normally within scope of employment

unless naturally incidental (force authorized)

Principal liable for misrepresentations

Agent = actual, apparent, or implied authority 

Ratification
may ratify employee torts if prerequisites met

must have knowledge of material facts

Corporations

Formation Issues

Was the corporation validly created?

De Jure

Definiton
created where incorporators comply with all 
applicable statuory requirements

and file articles of incorporation with the state.

Ultra Vires

if narrow purpose in articles, may not 
undertake unrelated activities

Common law - ultra vires acts = void & 
unenforceable

Modern law

shareholder sues corporation to enjoin 
proposed act

corporation sues officer or director for 
damages for approving ultra vires

state may bring an action to dissolve 
corporation for committing ultra vires act.

De Facto

Definition

Under common law, has all the rights and 
powers of de jure

but remains subject to direct attack in a quo 
warranto proceedings by state

For de jure corp. to exist. must have been

statute under which entity could be validly 
incorporated

colorable compliance with statute and good-
faith attempt to comply

conduct of business in corporate name & 
exercise of corporate privilegesLimitation

If a person acts on behalf of corporation w/ 
knowledge of an invalid corp.individual liability 
attaches

By Estoppelpersons who've dealt with entity as 
corporation

estopped from denying corp.'s existence

prevents parties from renouncing contractsnot applicable to torts

Validly formed corporation avoids personal 
liability

If corp. form defective

active shareholders & management

may be personally liable for corporate debts

Can the corporate veil be pierced?

Fraud
where necessary to prevent fraud

or to prevent individual shareholder using 
entity to avoid existing personal obligations

Undercapitalization
where corporation inadequately capitalized

occurs if at time of formation, not enough 
unencumbered capital

to reasonably cover prospective liabilities

Alter Ego Theory

corporation ignores corporate formalities

considered "alter ego" of shareholders of 
another corp.

Arises when shareholders treat corporate 
assets as their own

sloppy administration alone is not sufficient

Enterprise Liability Theory
where same shareholders own stock of 2 
corps engaged in same enterprise

creditor of one corp. can reach assets of other

Deep Rock Doctrine

Loans to a corp. by controlling shareholders

may be subordinated to claims by outside 
creditors

when corporation is undercapitalized or bad-
faith, fraud, or gross mismanagement

Who is Liable?
only those active in operation of business

Joint and Several Liability

Types of Liability
easily pierced in torts cases

but not in contract cases since parties had 
opportunity to investigate corp.

Who May Pierce?Creditors may pierce corporate veil.

Stock Issuance

Stock Subscriptions

Generally

promises from subscribers to buy stock in 
corp.

Can they be revoked or enforced by 
corporation or a creditor?

Pre-incorporation Subscription

irrevocable for 6 months

unless otherwise provided in terms of 
subscription

or unless all subscribers consent to 
revocation

Payment is upon demand of Board of 
Directors

not made in a discriminatory manner

Failure to pay results in penalty

by sale of shares

or forfeiture of subscription

and loss of amounts already paid at corp.'s 
option

Post-incorporation subscription
revocable at any time before acceptance

CA = irrevocable

Enforcement by Corporation
can be enforced against subscriber

but not bonafide purchaser transferee without 
notice

Enforcement by Creditor
if corp is insolvent

subscriber's obligation enforceable in equity

Release of Subscription
only permissible where shareholder & 
subscribers consent

and where no harm to creditors occurs

Valid Issuance

Proper Authorization and Issuance

authorization in Articles of Incorporation

and issuance by board of directors

adequate consideration must be paid for 
stock

Consideration

stock may be issued for

money paid

labor done

property acquired

Modern statutesallow corp. to issue shares for whatever 
consideration

tangible or intangibleProvided it is a benefit to corporation

Board of Directors deem proper

Treasury stock may be sold at any price

Amount

stock must have been sold for par value or 
stated value

unless there was good faith decision by Board 
of Directors

that stock cannot be sold at par or stated 
value

Modern statutes

shares may be paid in any tangible or 
intangible property or benefit to corp.

shares issued for other than cash are 
considered paid in full

shareholder who fails to pay full amount 
agreed

can be held liable for unpaid balance

Inadequate Consideration

Traditionally, Bonus, Watered & Discount 
Stocks disallowed

Modern laws allow, provided good-faith 
determination

Effect

Corp can cancel stock to extent stock is 
watered

but cannot recover for money damages

shareholders can enjoin

creditors can recover damages

no cause of action against a bona fide 
purchaser wihtout notice

Preemptive Rights Issue

shareholders may have right to pruchase 
proportionate # of shares

before newly authorized stock is offered to 
outsiders

Classification of Stock

Preferred Stock

receives dividend before common 
stockholders

may have preference as to liquidation

and may be convertible into another class of 
stock

Treasury Sharesissued and repurchased by corporation

Outstanding Sharesissued but not repurchased

Dividends

Requirements

Power

Directors have power to issue dividends

but can also revoke decision until record day

Court will not enjoin issuance of dividends by 
directors

unless action discriminates between members 
of same class of stock

or violates rights of a preferred class of 
shareholders

Traditionally

dividends could be issued from:

Stated Capital

Paid-in Surplus

Earned Surplus

Revaluation Surplus

Limitations no longer apply in most states
dividends can be issued if payment does not 
violate Articles of Incorporation

or any other law regarding source of funds

Not be issued when Corp lacks Adequate 
Surplus

Liability for unlawful issuance of dividends

Directors personally liable for negligent 
issuance of dividends

shareholders must return dividends to corp
if corp became insolvent upon distribution

or shareholder knew of illegality

Repurchase / Redemption

RedemptionCorp may acquire outstanding shares 
pursuant to its articles

If corp is or will become insolvent, 
repurchase/redemption is illegal

If only one class of stock outstandingit is not redeemableand directors cannot discriminate between 
classes of stock

Treated as dividends and are subject to 
limitation

Repurchase

Corp agrees to buy back shares at 
shareholders option

and shareholder may enforce if there are 
available funds

Stock Transfer Liability

Common Law

Traditional View
Directors, Officers, & Key employees are liable

in tort for any lie or half-truth in a stock 
transaction

Insider Liability

Traditional Minority View
insider had no duty to disclose

material information

Majority
Always disclose material information

before buying or selling stock

Special Facts Doctrineif there is privity between buyer and seller

an insider with knowledge os special facts

must disclose such facts to his seller

when buying company stock

Duty to Corporations

Officer or Director cannot use material non-
public information

regarding a corps business

to make a profit or avoid a loss

Insider must disgorge any profits to corp 
illegally obtained

Rule 10b-5

Generally

Makes it illegal for any person

to use any means or instrumentality of 
interstate commerce

to employ any scheme to

defraud

make an untrue statement

or omit material fact

or engage in any practice that operates as 
fraud

in connection with purchase or sale of any 
security

Fraudulent conduct

Generally

Plaintiff must show Defendant engaged in 
some fraudulent conduct

by making a material misstatement or 
omission of material fact

Materiality

if there is a substantial likelihood that

reasonable investor would have considered it 
important

in making an investment decision

Scienterto be actionable under 10b-5, conduct must 
be undertaken with

intent to deceive, manipulate, or defraud

Recklessness as to truth also sufficient 
culpability

in connection with Sale or Purchase by 
Plaintiff

If Plaintiff is private person, fraudulent 
conduct must connected

excludes potential purchasers who do not buy

and people who already own and refrain from 
selling

Non-Trading Defendants can be Liablewhere misleading press releases published
liability to person who purchased/sold 
securities

on the basis of the press release

in Interstate Commerce
must involve use of some means of

interstate commerce for federal jurisdiction to 
apply

Reliance
Private plaintiff must prove he relied on 
Defendants:

Fraudulent statement

Omission

or Conduct

Reliance presumed where omission is material

Damages

P must show D's fraud caused plaintiff's 
damages

Damages limited to:
difference between the price paid (or received)

and the average share price in the 90-day 
period

after corrective information is disseminated

Insider TradingWho is Liable?

Insiders
anyone who breaches duty not to use

inside information for personal benefit

Tippers and Tippees

If insider gives tip of insider information to 
someone else

who trades

on the basis of the insider information

tipper can be held liable

TipperLiable if tip made for improper purchase

exchange for money

kickback

reputational benefit

Tippee
Liable only if tipper breached duty

and the tippee knew that the tipper was 
breaching

Mis-appropriatorsMisappropration Doctrine
Government can prosecute under 10b-5

for trading on market information

in breach of duty of trust and confidence

owed to the source of information

Duty need not be owed to Issuer or 
Shareholders

Section 16(b)

Generally
requires surrender to corp of any profit 
realized

by any Director, Officer, or Shareholder

owning more than 10% of a class of 
corporations stock

from purchase and sale

or sale and purchase

of any equity security within a 6-month period

applies to publicly held corporations

with more than $10mil in assets & 500 or more 
shareholders

whose shares are traded on the national stock 
exchange

Essay Approach

Officer, Director, or More Than 10 Percent 
Shareholder

Equity Security

Purchase and Sale or Sale and Purchase 
within 6 Months

Profit Realized

determined by matching
highest sales price against

lowest purchase price

for any 6-month period

Profit can be either
gain

avoidance of loss

Strict Liabilitypurpose is to prevent unfair use
of insider information

and internal manipulation of price

Section 11

Any person who signs registration statement

is liable for any damages

 caused by any misstatement of a material 
fact

Sarbanes-Oxley Act

Public Accounting Oversight Board

requires corp having
$10mil in assets

& at least 500 shareholders

to register accounting firms
that prepare audit reports

with an oversight board

Public Company Audit CommitteesSOA requires Board of Directors to establish

an audit company comprised of Board 
Members

Committee should also oversee accounting 
firm

and establish internal procedures for

handling complaints about the companies 
accounting

Corporate Responsibility

Corp Resp for Financial Reports
CEO or CFO must certify report has been:

reviewed

it is true

does not contain any material omissions

signing officer responsible for establishing 
internal controls

Forfeiture of Bonuses and Profitsreimburse for bonuses & incentives during 12 
months following

Pension Blackouts
cannot sell or purchase stick when

those participating in company's pension plan 
cannot sell

Personal Loand to ExecutivesNo new loans to executives shall be issued
unless Corp is a credit business

& the loans are on same terms as public

Disclosure of Audit Committee Financial 
Expert

SOA requires SEC to issue rules requiring 
companies to disclose

whether or not (if not, why) the audit 
committee has

at least one member who is a financial expert

Corporate and Criminal Fraud

Destruction/Alterationknowingly altering, destroying, falsifying a 
document or record

with intent to impede a federal investigation

Fines up to $5 million

and up to 20 years in prison

Destruction of Audit Records
up to 10 yrs. for willfully failing

to keep audit papers for at least 5 years

Statute of Limitations for Fraud
2 years from discovery

5 years from accrual

Whistleblower Protectioncreates statuotry cause of action for:
discharged because lawfully provided info to

supervisors or government regarding a 
violation of securities laws

Criminal Penalties for Defrauding Shareholder 
and the Public

Securities Fraud punishable by up to 25 years 
in prison

Duties & Rights

Promoters

those who organize corporation
may enter into contracts

on behalf of the corporation

Fiduciary Duty

Generallyduty to the corp is:
fair disclosure

and good faith

Breach Arising from Sale to Corpmay be liable for his profit

unless all material facts of transactions 
disclosed

If disclosed & approved by independent 
Board

Promoter met duty & not liable for profits

Disclosure must be made to all part of initial 
financing scheme

so a promoter who buys all shares & resells

≠ liable for profits

Fraudmay always be liable if P shows damaged by:
promoters fraudulent misrepresentations

or failure to disclose all material facts

Pre-incorporation Agreements

Promoter's Liability

Agreement w/ 3rd party on planned, but 
unformed corp

promoter personally liable for contract

Continues after corp formedeven if Corp adopts contracts & benefits from 
it

Promoter released from liability only if
there is an express or implied novation

agreement among parties to release promoter 
of liability

ExceptionAgreement Expressly Relieves Promoter of 
Liability

there is no contract

may be construed as revocable offer to 
proposed corp

promoter has no rights & liabilities under 
agreement

Promoter's Right to Reimbursement

who is held personally liable on pre-incorp 
contract

may have right to reimbursement from corp

to the extent of any benefits received by corp

Corporation's Liability

corporate entity does not exist prior to 
incorporation

it is not bound by contracts

entered into by promoter

in corporate name

prior to incorporation

Corp may be bound by
Expressly or Impliedly adopting or ratifying

 promoter's contract

Shareholders

Generally

Includes those who:

own corporate stock

make and amend bylaws

elect and remove directors

approve fundamental changes

have a right to a porton of corporate assets 
upon liquidation

Do NOT have power to:
run day-to-day affairs of corp

those vested in Board of Directorselected by Shareholders

Meetings

Annualafter 15 months, Court can order meeting

Special

can be called by Board of Directors

or holders of 10% of shares entitled to vote

or by other provisions in the bylaws

Written Notice

required at least 10 days before meeting

and not more than 60 days

Notice can be waived expressly

Attendance
quorum is required

majority of outstanding shares entitled to vote

unless Articles or Bylaws require a greater 
number

Once present, people leaving cannot break 
quorum

Voting Rights

Shareholders elect directors and may remove 
them

Only shareholders as of record date can vote

Shareholders decide major decisions

ordinary changes require presence of majority 
of shareholders

Fundamental changes require majority of all 
outstanding shares

Proxy Votes

Generallypower of attorney to vote shares

Duration

valid for 11 months unless provided otherwise

generally revocable by shareholder

& may be revoked by
shareholder attending meeting to vote himself

or by appointing another proxy

Irrevocable only if
 it states so &

coupled with interest given as security

Solicitation of Proxies

Section 14(a)

applies only to corp with more than $10 
million & at least 500 shareholders

Containing material misstatements or 
omissons are void

Include all pertinent facts
& be filed with SEC

and cannot contain material misstatements or 
omissions

Management required to provide shareholder 
list or mail dissident shareholder's proxy 
solicitation

and must include a shareholder's proposal of 
up to 200 words in their own solicitation

unless a director's election is only business to 
be conducted at meeting

or proposal does not concern a proper 
subject matter of shareholder action

Remedy for Violation

SEC can get an injunction

Private plaintiff can
enjoin voting of proxies

cancel eletion of Directors to receive money 
damages

Closed corp Shareholder Agreements

Valid if for Proper Purpose

Pooling Agreements

shareholders enter into written & signed 
agreement

providing for the manner in which

they will vote their shares

Court may grant specific performance
unless contract is not

in best interest of corp

Voting Trustwritten agreement of shareholders

under which all shares owned by parties to 
agreement

are transferred to the trustee
who votes shares & distributes dividends

in accordance with provisions of agreement

Stock Transfer Agreements

Reasonable restrictions to keep stock from 
being freely transferred will be enforced

Provisions of an agreement bind a 3rd party 
purchaser if

it is conspicuously noted on the certificate

3rd party had knowledge of restriction at time 
of purchase

Straight & Cumulative Voting for Directors

straight
1 vote

per share

Cumulative Voting

number of shareholder's shares
multiplied by the number of directors

(unless mandated by law)

allowing majority to remove directors
without cause

& reducing size of board

Class Votingwhen amendment to articles affect only 
particular class of stock

that class as right to vote on the action

even if the class otherwise does not have 
voting rights

Preemptive Rights

Modern law: Shareholders do NOT have 
preeptive rightto purchase newly issued shares

in order to maintain their proportional 
ownership interest

 unless the articles of incroporation provide 
the right.

Even if Articles do provide right, no 
preemptive rights in shares issued

for consideration other than cash (services)

within 6 months after incoporation

without voting rights but having a distribution 
preference

Shareholder suits

Direct Actions

may be brought by an officer or director

for breach of fiduciary duty owed to 
shareholder

Distinguishing duties owed to corp & to 
shareholder, ask

who suffers most immediate & direct damage

to whom did defendant's duty run

Any recovery is for benefit of individual 
shareholder

Derivative Actions

Generally

shareholder is asserting corp's rights rather 
than her own rights

Recovery generally goes to Corp

Corp named as Defendant

Standing

must have been a shareholder at time of act

or become shareholder by operation of law

shareholder must fairly & adequately 
represent interests of corp.

Demand

shareholder must make written demand on 
corp to take suitable action

Proceeding may not start until 90 days from 
date of demand, unless:

shareholder earlier notified corp rejected 
demand

irreparable injury to corp would result waiting 
90 days

Corporation's best interests

If majority of Directors have no personal 
interest

find in good faith that suit is not in corp's best 
interest

but shareholder brings suit anyway

Suit may be dismissed on corporation's 
motion

Burden of Proof

To avoid dismissal, shareholder bringing suit 
has burden

proving to the court that decision was not 
made

 in good faith after reasonable inquiry

If majority of Defendants have vested interest
Burden is Placed on Corp

to show good faith after reasonable inquiry

Discontinuance or Settlementonly with approval of court

Payment of Expenses
Upon termination, court may order Corp to

Pay shareholders reasonable expenses

if it finds that action resulted in substantial 
benefit to corp

If court finds action commenced w/out 
reasonable cause or for improper purpose

shareholder may have to pay corp's 
reasonable expenses

Distributions

Can take form of:

Dividends

Redemption of Shares

Repurchase of shares

distribution of assets upon liquidation

Right to Distributions

at least one class of stock must have right to 
receive corp's net assets on dissolution

Board's Discretion

Even if articles authorize distributions, declare 
is at discretion of Directors

Shareholders generally have no right to 
compel distribution

Solvency Requirements

Corp would not be able to pay its debts

Corp's total assets would be
less than sum of its total liabilities

plus amount needed to satisfy preferntial 
rights of shareholders w/ superior rights

Restrictions in the Articles

Articles may restrict Board's right to declare 
dividends

only when corp makes certain amount of 
profit

Share Dividends

Distributions of corp's own share excluded 
from def. of distribution

Shares of any other class may not be issued 
unless:

articles so authorize

majority of votes entitled to be cast approves 
issue

no outstanding share of class or series to be 
issued

Shareholder Liabilities

Generally

shareholders may act in their own personal 
best interestand have no fiduciary duty to

corp or

fellow shareholders

Liability limited to:

unpaid stock

a pierced corporate veil

absence of de facto corporation

Controllng Shareholder

has fiduciary duty to corp & other 
shareholders

and cannot take any action
to its benefit

and detriment of other minority shareholders

Must investigate buyer to prevent

looting

and corporate raiding

or may face personal liability

Must share premium w/ minority shareholders

May not use power to exploit corporate 
assets

Directors

Qualificationsabsent any requirement in bylaws or Articles, 
need not be:

shareholders in the corporation

residents of any particular state

Election

Need only 1 director, unless provided 
otherwise

Directors elected at shareholders meetings

if at least 9, may be divided into equal classes 
and staggered

Powers

Directors responsible for management of 
business affairs

Unfettered discretion in making management 
decisions

Specific decisions

Selection, removal, compensation of officers, 
agents, with ot without cause

Incur Debt

Declare dividends

fill vacancies on boards w/ Majority vote

Make and amend bylaws
where statute so provides

or where shareholders grant power

Delegation of Duties

Buy and Sell Corp property & stock

May delegate authority to officers & executive 
committees

entitled to reasonable compensation if

authorized by shareholder vote

by law or an independent Board of Directors

reimbursement for corporate expenses

Removal

Directors may be removed by shareholders 
with or without cause

Director elected by Cumulative voting

cannot be removed if votes cast against 
removal enough to elect her

Also, director elected by voting group - can 
be removed only by that class of shares

Meetings

Generally

failure to comply w/ formalities makes action 
at meeting void.

No notice of regular meetings required

reasonable notice of special meetings 
required

2 days

Unless express waiver or attendance

Actions can be taken w/out meeting
w/ unanimous written consent

by all directors

Quorum of Directors required at meetings
or as stated in the bylaws

but not less than 1/3 of all directors

Withdrawing Director can break Quorum

Approval of Actiongiving actual authority for Director to bind 
Corp where

proper notice given for Director's meeting
Quorum was present

Majority of Directors approved action

unanimous written consent of directors

Delegation

Board of Directors may create One or more 
Committees

and appoint members of Board to serve on 
them

May also delegate Officers

Committee may act for BoardBut Board remains responsible for supervision 
of committees

Duties and Liabilities

Limitation of Personal Liability

may limit or eliminate director's personal 
liability for money damages

to the corporations or to shareholders

for actions taken or omissions.

Articles may NOT limit

liability for financial benefits received by 
Director, to which not entitled

intentionally inflicted harm on corp & its 
shareholders

unlawful corporate distributions

intentinoal violation of criminal law

Duty of Care

Generally

Directors have duty to manage to the best of 
their ability

Must discharge their duties

in good faith

with the care that an ordinary prudent person
in a like position would exercise

under similar circumstances

In a manner Directors reasonably believe to 
be in best interests of Corp

Business Judgment Rule

Directors meeting this standard not liable for 
corporate decisions

that in hindsight turn out to be poor or 
erroneous

Burden on Challengerto prove that the standard was not met

Director may Rely on Reports, etc.

Director entitled to rely on

information

opinions

reports

or statements

if prepared/presented by:

party to the transaction

has beneficial financial interest in, or closely 
linked to transaction

that the interest would reasonably be 
expected

to influence director's judgment

Is a Director, Partner, Agent, Employee of 
another entity transacting business with corp

Transaction is of importance to corp in normal 
course of business

Duty of Loyalty

Conflicting Interest Transactions

Conflicting Interest if Director knows, she is:

party to the transaction

has beneficial financial interest in
or closely linked to

that interest would reasonably be expected to 
influence

is Director, partner, Agent, Employee of other 
company

& transaction is of importance to the corp

that it would be brought before the board

in the normal courseof business

Upholding the transactionConflict interest transaction will not be 
enjoined or give rise to award of damages if:

Transaction approved by majority of Directors 
w/out conflicting interest

after all material facts disclosed to 
shareholders

Approved by majority of votes by 
shareholders w/out conflicting interest

after all material facts disclosed to 
shareholders

notice of meeting must describe conflicting 
interest transaction

Transaction, judged by circumstances at time, 
was fair to Corp

Requirements

Interested Director's presence at meeting 
irrelevant

Quorum must be present & comprised of 
disinterested Directors

Fairness

Consideration provided

Corporate need to enter into transaction

Financial position of Corp

Available Alternatives

Waste

Directors setting own compensation OK, 
unless unreasonable

Remedies

Enjoining the transaction

setting aside the transaction

Damages

Corporate Opportunity Doctrine

Generally

Director's fiduciary duties prohibit them from

diverting a business opportunity from their 
corp to themselves

without first giving corp an opportunity to act

Corporation Interest or Expectancyusurpation problem arises only if

Director takes advantage of business 
opportunity

in which the corporation would have an 
interest or expectancy

Closer the opportunity to line of business
more likely court find

Corporation opportunity

Director must disclose all material facts

Financial Ability

Corp's lack of financial ability ≠ defense

Director should still present opportunity to 
corp

and allow it to decide whether it can take 
advantage of opportunity

Board Generally Decides
Whether to Accept an Opporunity

or to reject it

RemediesIf Director usurps opportunity, corp can 
recover

profits Director made from transactions, or

may force Director to convey opportunity to 
Corp

under a constructive trust theory

for whatever consideration Director purchased 
Opportunity

Competing Business
May engage in unrelated business

But engaging in Competing Business = 
Conflict of Interest

Duty not to Engage in Insider Trading

Officers

Generally

Chosen by the Board of Directors

Manage corporation on day-to-day basis

Not required unless stated in Articles

DutiesDetermined by:

Bylaws

the Board

or an officer authorized by Board

Powers

Ordinary Rules of Agency Apply regarding 
actual & apparent authority

Corporation not liable for contract made w/
out authority

Unauthorized actions may become binding on 
corp because of:

Ratification

Adoption

Estoppel

Corp liable for Actions w/in Scope of Officer's 
authority

even if particular act not authorized

Standard of ConductMust carry out duties:

in good faith

with care

and like an ordinary prudent person

in a similar position

would exercise, under similar circumstances

and in a manner reasonably believed to be in 
best interests of Corp

Resignation and Removal

Officer has right to resign at any time upon 
notice

Corp has power to remove officer w/ or w/out 
cause

If resignation or removal breach of contract
non-breaching party may have right to 
damages

but no contractual right to remain in office

Indemnification

Mandatory IndemnificationCorp must indemnify Director or Officer

Unless limited by articles

who prevailed in defending proceeding 
against him

for reasonable expenses, includingattorney's fees incurred in connection w/ 
proceeding

Discretionary Indemnification

Corp may indemnify Director for Reasonable 
Expenses

Unsuccessfully defending a suit brought 
against Director

on account of his position if:

Director acted in good faith

believed her conduct in best interests of Corp
or not opposed to best interests of Corp

or not Unlawful (in criminal proceedings)

Exceptions
No discretion to indemnify when Director 
found liable to Corp

or received an improper benefit

Determinationas to whether to indemnify is to be made by
disinterested majority of Board of Directors

or if not, Majority of disinterested committee, 
shareholders, or legal counsel

Officers
may be indemnified

same as Directors

Court Order
for indemnification can be made

when appropriate

Terminating/Changing Corporate Structure

Procedure for Fundamental Changes

Board of Directors adopts resolution

written notice to shareholders

shareholders approve changes by majority of 
votes

Regular issues - just majority of shareholders 
present

Fundamental - majority of all shareholders

changes in form have been filed with State.

Amendment to Articles of Incorporation

can amend articles with any provisions that 
would be lawful in original articles

Made w/out Shareholder approval
"Housekeeping" amendments

Changing names, etc.

Merger, Share Exchange, and Conversion

Merger

involves blending of 1 or more Corps into 
another Corp

and the latter Corp survives

while merging Corp ceases to Exist

Approval of Shareholder not required when:

Articles of Incorporation of Surviving Corp will 
not differ after Merger

Shareholders will hold
Same number of shares

with identical preferences, limitations, and 
rights

Voting power of shares issued because of 
merger

will not amount to more than 20% of 
outstanding shares before merger

or where parent company owns
at least 90% of outstanding shares

of subsidiary it will merge with itself

Share Exchange

Involves 1 Corp
purchasing all outstanding shares

of 1 or more classes

Only shareholders of Corp whose shares 
acquired

need approve a Share Exchange

Share exchange ≠ fundamental corporate 
change for acquiring corp.

ConversionInvolves One business entity
changing its form to another business entityi.e., Corp converting into an LLC

Procedure for conversion same as approving 
Merger

where converting corp not the survivor

Sale of All Corporate Property

Fundamental Corporate change

Sale, Lease, Exchange

all or substantially all property

of usual and regular course of business

Appropriate procedures must be followed

Bonafide purchasers protected from creditors 
of seller

Protection Against and Limitations on 
Fundamental ChangesDissenting Shareholders

If corporation approves fundamental change
Dissenting shareholders have right

to have Corp purchase their shares

Shareholders must be

entitled to vote on the merger

shareholders of Corp being acquired

shareholders entitled to vote on disposition of 
corporation property

whose rights will be materially and adversely 
affected by Amendment

Procedure

Corp give shareholders notice of meeting at 
which to exercise dissenting rights

Before vote taken, shareholder must give 
written notice to demand payment if action 
taken

Corp must give dissenters notice w/in 10 days 
of approval of change

How to submit claims

Other terms of repurchase

Shareholder must demand payment in 
accordance with terms of notice

Corp must pay amount estimated at fair value

Notice of dissatisfaction w/in 30 days
with shareholder's own estimate of value

and a payment demand for that amount

If Corp doesn't want to pay amount

Corp must file action with the court w/in 60 
days of receiving demand

to determine fair value of shares

Otherwise, must pay

Tender Offer

Definition
a widespread public offering to purchase

a substantial % of target's shares

Regulation of Bidder

If offer results in bidder obtaining more than 
5% of class of securities

Bidder must file a 14D schedule disclosing

Identity

Source of Funds

Past Dealings w/ Target

Plans Regarding the Target

Bidder's financial statements

any arrangements made w/ target persons

Regulation of the Offer

Must be held open
for at least 20 days

& open to all members of class sought

shareholders must be permitted to withdraw

if oversubscribed

must be purchased on a pro rata basis

among shares deposited in first 10 days

If offer price increases, higher price must be 
paid to all shareholders

Regulation of Target

Target management must give 
recommendations concerning offer

with reasons or explanations why it cannot 
make a recommendation

Some states
do not grant voting rights to all shares

if certain number of shares are purchased

Anti-Fraud
Shareholders can sue for damages due to:any false misleading statements

SEC may seek an injunction

Dissolution

Voluntarysee Fundamental Change, supra

AdministrativeState may seek dissolution for failure to:

pay fees

file annual reports

maintain a registered agent

Judicial

Attorney Generalmay seek dissolution on basis that:
Corp fraudulently obtained its Articles of 
Incorporation

or is exceeding or abusing its authority

Action by ShareholdersGrounds include

Board of Directors are deadlocked
& irreparable injury to corp

is threatened because of gridlock

Directors have or will commit fraud, illegal, 
and oppressive acts

failed to elect
1 or more directors

for 2 consecutive annual meetings

Corp assets are
being wasted

or used for non-corporation purposes

Creditors

where creditor's claim reduced to judgment 
unsatisfied

or corporation admits the claim is due and 
wrong

and the Corporation is insolvent


